Proposal Reviews include comments in the margins of the text, highlighting where the proposal can better align with funder guidelines and priorities.

- **Prescriptive Feedback** – Real and actionable insight into how to improve a proposal. While we may highlight strength areas, our focus is on helping the PI zero in on what can be improved.

- **A Close Eye** – While “reviews” do not include redlining within the text, they may highlight a need for the PI to proofread or otherwise address the writing itself prior to submission.

- **Key Findings** – When delivered, reviews are attached to a concise email that outlines the Grants Consultant’s primary observations.

- **Consultation** – A phone debrief with the Grants Consultant to review feedback and address questions.

Proposal Revisions include all elements of a review, in addition to *line-item edits* that range from proofreading to developmental editing for clarity and effective use of language.